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Abstract

Distributed planning is fundamental to the generation
of cooperative activities in Multi-Agent Systems. It
requires both an adequate plan representation and ef-
ficient interacting methods allowing agents to coor-
dinate their plans. This paper proposes a recursive
model for the rep1~sentation and the handling of plans
by means of Recto’sire Petri Nets (RPN) which sup-
port the specification of concurrent activities, reason-
ing about simultaneous actions and continuous pro-
cesses, a theory of verification and mechanisms of
transformation (e.g. abstraction, refinement, merg-
ing). The main features of the RPN formalism are
domain independence, broad coverage of interacting
situations and operational coordination. This paper
also provides an approach to the interleaving of exe-
cution and planning which is based on the RPN se-
mantics and gives some significant methods allowing
plan management in distributed planning. It goes on
to show how this approach can be used to coordinate
agents’ plans in a shared and dynamic: environment.

Distributed Planning Requirements

Multi-agent planning is fundamental to the generation
of cooperative activities. The planning process is dis-
tributed when it implies autonomous agents who gen-
erate and execute their own plans. Two cases can be
distinguished: task-driven planning which lies within
the framework of distributed problem solving (Durfee
& Lesser 1987) (Decker 1992) and agent-driven plan-
ning which concerns the coordination problem (Martial
1990). This latter (i.e. distributed planning) is charac-
terized by two strongly correlated aspects: there is no
global plan (i.e. several goals have to bc reached simul-
taneously) and the planning process must be dynamic
(i.e. interleaving of planning and execution)(Ephrati
& Rosenschein 1995) 
One of the rnajor problems in distributed planning
is to define an efficient model of actions and plans
which can easily and naturally take into account the
potential concurrence between the agents’ activities
or between agents and any dynamic processes result-
ing from the environment. Many up till now well-
established concepts in single-agent planning (e.g. the

world state, considering an action as a relationship be-
tween two states, the action history, atomic events,
etc.) (Georgeff 1990) require a new meaning. The 
ecution of concurrent actions in a shared and dynamic
environment introduces new problems such as ordering
actions which are linked to the notion of conflictual re-
sources (i.e. consumable or not), non-instantaneous
actions, non-atomic events, etc.
Different research has been done in distributed plan-
ning, in particular incremental planning. The ap-
proach suggested in (Martial 1990) offers a number
of advantages in that the model is a theoretical one
which handles both positive and negative interactions.
It is however limited by the fact that only two agents
(point to point) can be coordinated at a time, whereas
it would be more useful to be able to coordinate n
agents, thus providing a really distributed coordina-
tion. In addition, this approach doesn’t provide for
the interleaving of planning and execution. The ap-
proach put forward by (Alami et al. 1994) is based 
the paradigm of plan merging. Although it is robust
and handles n agents at a time, it is centralized by
the new agent. Moreover, the existing agents are sus-
pended during the process and the new plan is gener-
ated in function of existing ones. This is incompatible
with the idea of an autonomous agent who can produce
his own plan to be coordinated later. Other research
focuses on distributed planning but is based rather on
organizational structures (Werner 1990) (Osawa 1992).
The approach we have described in (El Fallah & Had-
dad 1996) proposes a distributed algorithm which co-
ordinates n agents’ plans at once but the formalism
used may be improved by introducing the notions of
abstraction and dynamic refinement in the plan.
Here, we are concerned with the paradigm of agent-
driven planning where it is assumed that no global plan
or global view are necessary, and an agent plan can
change for several reasons (e.g. environment changes,
agents’ requests, etc.). This paper provides a recursive
model for plan management and an approach to the in-
terleaving of execution and planning for dynamic tasks
performed by a group of agents. It tries to answer the
question of how to get a group of self-interested agents
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to carry out coordinated activities in a dynamic vnvi-
ronment.
Ill the following, the case study based oil a transporta-
tion domain scenario is briefly introduced. An effi-
cient framework for plan management is then d~’vel-
oped. ’File ordinary Petri Net formalism is extended
to a Recursive Petri Net (RPN) in order to hfllill the
distributed planning requirements. A a overview of t he
main advantages expected from introducing RPN for-
malism is given and the RPN formalism itself is de-
scribed. The plan management through I~PN is illus-
trated through some modelinng aspects which allow l.he
handling of both positive and negative interactions.

Transportation Domain Scenario

This scenario is inspired by the case study described in
(Martial 1990). It will be used to illustrate each stage
of our approach. The system is made ap of two types
of agents: Conveyors and (!lients.

The Conveyor- A C.onveyor has a mm-itime traffic net
modeled as a graph where the nodes describe the ports
on the net and the arcs represent the channcls between
them. lie also has a boat with a given volume. From each
port, the directed neighbors are known using a routing
table. Each Conveyor has 2 hangars per port: In_Hangar
used for loading incoming goods, and Out_llangar used
for unloading outgoing goods. Each hangar can stock
only one container at a time. The Conveyor’s motivation
(goal) is to transport goods through the net using his
boat between a source pore antta des(|walton port.

The Client: A Client produces goods near the depar-
ture port and consumes them at the arrival port. The
Client puts the goods he produced in the Out._llangar of
the departure port. lie has to find a Conveyor who wil]
transport the goods to the arrival port. Then the Client
gets these goods at the [n_llangar of the arrival port in
order to consume them. The Client’s motivation (goal)
is to get his goods transported between the production
a~id consumer ports.

The problem now is I.o answer the two questions:

When must agents’ coordination happen? Whe,
positive interactions are" detected, coordination is dv-
sirable and even necessary and may be considered as
an optimization of the plans’ execut ion (e.g. Cooper-
at|on between Conveyors and Clients and optimiza-
tion of the boat filling). On the other hand, when
negative interactions are detected, coordination be-
comes indispcnsable to the plans’ execution (e.g. 
hangar is a critical resource since it. can stock one
good at once (Boolean vahw) and the boat is lim-
ited by the quantity of goods it can contain (Real
value)).

- llow may agents’ coordination be enst,rcd? To an-
swer this question the coordination mechanism will
be illustrated in the following.
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RPN Formalism for Distributed
Planning

Motivation

The synergy between agents helps the emergence of co-
herent plans, i.e. it cancels negative effects and favors
cooperation between agents. Consequently. it requires
sharing information and synchronization between the
parallel activities of the agcnts. The Petri Ntis are
suitable for nmdeling, analyzing and prototyping dy-
namic systems with parallel activities, so distributed
plamfing lends itself very wcll to this approach. The
main coL,tribution we expect from Petri Nets is their
ability to improve the representation of complex plans
and to allow their dynamic coordination and execu-
tion. Applied to distributed plaiming, the Petri Net
model mainly offers the following advantages:

- natural and graphical expression of the synchronization
of p~u-allcl activities that are the performance of the
agents’ tasks,

- clear decomposition of processing (transitions) and shar-
ing data (places),

- scheduling of the actions (causal and temporal relation-
ships) of plans,

- dynamic allocation of tasks,

- qualitative and quantitative analysis of Petri Net mod-
eling of a plan.

The Recurs|re Petri Net formalism we have introduced
overcomes some limitations of usual categories of Petri
Nets (Jensen 1991) (e.g. ordinary Petri Nets, High-
Level l’ctri Nets (HLPN) and even llierarchical ITLPN
(IIHLPN}) that are apparent if one considers a Petri
Net as a plan of actions:

- trm,sition firings are instantaneot,s whilst an actiun lasts
some |it file,

- (HLPN only) transitious are elementary actions ~ one
needs to see an action as a,l abstraction of a plan,

- (HHLPN) when a transition is an abstraction, there 
no clear end to its firing,

- some dynamicity is required in the structure of the net
but in a controlled way.

The processing described in the next section is based
on dynamic plannitlg which is supported by RPN
through the interleaving of execution and pla, ning. In
axidition, the hierarchical aspect of RPN s, pports the
dynamic refinement of transitions and allows a plan to
be considered at multiple levels of abstraction.

A Recurs|re Model of Plans and Actions

Plans: A plan organizes a collection of actions which
can be performed sequentially or concurrently in some
specific order. Furthermore these actions demand both
local and shared resources. A correct plan vxecut.ioa
requires that whatever the total order that exte,ds the
partial order obtained from the plan. it nmst remain
feasible.
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Actions: A plan involves both dementary actions
associated with irreducible tasks (but not instanta-
neous ones) and complex actions (i.e. abstract views
of the task). Semantically, there are three types of
actions:

- an elementary action represents an irreducible task
which can be performed without any decomposition,

- an abstract action, the execution of which requires
its substitution (i.e. refinement) by a new sub-plan.
There are two types of abstract actions:

- a parallel action, which can be performed while
another action is being executed,

- an exclusive action, the execution of which re-
quires a coordination with other current execu-
tions,

- an end action, which is necessarily elementary, gives
the final results of the performed plan. The plan
goals are implicitly given through its end actions.

Methods: Intuitively, a method may be viewed as
some way to perform an action. Several methods can
be associated with an action. A method requires: a la-
bel, a list of formal paraaneters to be linked when the
method is executed, a set of Pre-Conditions (i.e. the
conditions that must be satisfied before the method
is executed), and a set of Post-Conditions (i.e. the
conditions that will be satisfied after the method has
been executed). Depending on the action definition, 
method may be elementary or abstract. An elementary
method calls for a sub-routine in order to execute the
associated action immediately but not instantaneously.
An abstract method calls for a sub-plan corresponding
to the chosen refinement of thc associated abstract ac-
tion. The refinement occurs so as to detail abstractions
and display relevant information.
Example: Let us assume that the InitiM C’on-
veyor Plan (see Fig.l) is reduced to the ab-
stract action Self.Work where Self represents thc
agent identity and Work is thc method label.
The associated method Ag.Work encapsulates two
methods Ag.GoTo(Des() where Dest represents 
source location of the good (see the following ta-
ble} and Ag.Transport(Good} corresponds to the
abstract action in the Self.Work refinement (see
Fig.l). No method is associated with the end action
Self.End_Cony since it is just a synchrolfization action.

Method Ag.GoTo(Dest)
Type Abstract

Variables

NameDestAg I Class

Conditions
Pre

CONVEYOR None Al~.Cur-Loc = Dest
LOCATION None I PostNone

Syntactic Definitions of RPN
Definition 1 Method
A Method is defined through three components:

- An identifier or label

An abstract attribute which represents the type of the
associated method (e.g. abstract, elementary)

- A set of initialized RPN generated by an initializa-
tion mechanism in the case of abstract method,

.............. ~iiiii~i:i’):-....:.~i:iiiiiiiii~
’. ~.._. ^t~ar~ i ~

, mmm ~drr~m i
’ ~, ’

~i~ :’:::~i~J~, 0 , ~.-’.~.:..~.~
’ - i ::~ ~-~::~::~-~..~.0._~,:.o:? ..............~ :~

Figure i: First Refinement of Initial Conveyor Plan

Definition 2 Recursive Petri Net
An RPN is defined as a tuple
< P, T, Pre, Post, Vat, Call > where:
¯ P is the set of places

¯ T is the set of transitions such that:
T --- Telern ~J Tabs ~_J Tend where:
7’~b, = T~,a~ ~ T~ and ~J represents the disjoint
union

¯ Pre is the precondition matrix and is a mapping
from P x T to N

¯ Post is the postcondition matrix and is a mapping
from P x T to N

¯ Vat is a set of variables
¯ Call(t) is a method call associated with t and defined

through the following components:

the label of the method,
- an expression (built on Vat variables} of the agent

who calls the method,
- an expression of the call parameters (built on Vat

variables) which represents the Pre- and Post-
Conditions associated with the method.

Definition 3 An initialized RPN
An initialized RPN is defined as a tuple
< R, Me, Bind > where:

¯ R is the skeleton of RPN,
¯ Me is the initial marking of RPN (mapping from 

to N),
¯ Bind is the function which links all (a total link) 

some (a partial link) variables of Vat to the domain
objects.

Let us note that the objects represent the domain data
and allow to instantiate the RPN variables and the pa-
rameters of the methods.
An RPN model represents a plan according to the pre-
vious definitions:

- The initial marking M0 allows the plan execution to
start.
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- Pre(p, t) (respectively Post(p,t)) equals n > 0 if the
place p is an input (respectively output) place of 
transition t and the valuation of the arc linking p to
t (respectively t to p) is n. It equals 0 otherwise.

- The default value of a non-valuate arc equals to l.

The RPN Semantics

A plan is executed by executing its actions. In RPN
formalism, a transition models an action and its fit’-
ing corresponds to executing nn action. Tim dynamic
refinement of an abstract transition whell it has to
be fired is an elegant way of the handling a condi-
tional plan without developing all tile situations at
plan generation. In addition, it allows the interleaving
of planning and execution. Ill our model, tile planner
chooses dynamically the best refinement according to
the execution context depending on the I)re - and Post-
Conditions (see cas(~ (a), (b) and (c) in Fig.2). 
choice heuristics are not detailed in this paper in order
to focus on the plan management.
lu the following ttle RPN semantics is given in order

Figure 2: Self.GoTo(Dest) R,efirlements

t.o illustrate the dynamic execution. An RPN models
a plan. The successive states of a plan are represented
in a tree (which may be considered as an execuiiol,
tree). A node represents an initialized R.PN and an
arc represents an abstravt transition firing.

Definition 4 A Plan State A plan slate is defined
as a tl~ee Tr =< S, A > where:

¯ S is the set of nodes
¯ A is the set of arcs a E A such thai:

- a =< s,s’ > if and onl!! ifs’ is the child ors in Tv
- An arc a is labeled by a transitio, which is called
7’tans(a) wheiv Trans is a function from A to 7’
with tvans(a) = 

¯ ".[’hc initial state Trn is a tree which is reduct-d to
only one node s such that: M(s) = .~1o wherv Mo 
the initial marking.

Examplc: Starting froui tile refinement RPNI in
Fig.l, the successive states of the plan are given
in Fig.3 where case (P) gives the chosen initial-
ized RPN associated with the call of the method
SelLGo’Ib(Good.Src_Loc) and using the RPN2 re-
finement (see Fig.2); case (Q) illustrates the 
ing of the abstract action Self.GoTo(1)est); and 
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(R.) illustrates the firing of the elementary action
Self.Move’Ib(Dest) according to the following defini-
tions.
Notation: The index Tr of S (respectively of A and
Trans) means that we consider the set of nodes S (re-
spectively the set of arcs A and the transition Trans)
relative to the tree Tr.
Pre(., t) (respectively Post(., t)) is a mapping from P
to N induced from Pre (respectively Post) by fixing
to t ~ ~ second argument.

Figure 3: States of the Conveyor Plan

Definition 5 A Transition Firing Rule
A transition t is said to be fireable from a node s G S
iS and only if:

¯ Pre(s,t) < M(s)
¯ R(s) is totally initialized
¯ The Pix.-Conditions of the method associated with t

are instantiated with Call(t) and are valid.

Definition 6 A situation is said to be’ a failure situ-
ation if all the transition firing conditions are satisfied
except for the Pro-Conditions of the associated method.

Let us now examine the transition firing rule.

Firing Rules in RPN formalism
Definition 7’ Elementary transition: Let t
T~te,n. The firing of t front s G S produces the new
tree Tr’ with the new marking h[7",, of s such that:

¯ Tr~ = (S’rr,, AT’r,) where:
-ST,., = Sr~ such that: Vs’ # s,M.r~,(s’) 

MT~(S’) (i.e. the marking is unchanged ~ # s)

- AT’,., = A.~.~ such that:
Va ~ A’rr, "[’ransT~,(a) = "FransT,.(a)

¯ M.r~,(s) = Mr~(s) Post(.,t) - Pre(.,t)

This definition means that the only change that oc-
curs coucerus the node s ~ ,S’T~ by liring t. ’File effects
of this change are to "add Post(.,t) to and subtracts
Pre(.. t) from the previous marking of s (see the node
si in case(R) in Fig. 3). In the plan, the change results
corresponds to the applying of the Post-Conditions as-
sociated with the fired transitiou.

Definition 8 Abstract transition: Let t ~ Tabs.
The firing of t from s G S prvduces the ncu, trec Tr’
with the ,ew markin.q MT~, of s such that:
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* STy, = STr O{ns} where ns represents an initialized
RPN produced by the initialization mechanism of the
method associated with t.

¯ Art, = ATrU{a} where, a =< s, ns > and
TransT,, (a) = 

¯ MTr,(S) = Mr~(s) Pre(.,t)

This definition means that the firing of t from the node
s subtracts Pre(.,t) from the previous marking of s,
creates a leaf ns in Tr’ (see the node so in case (Q)
in Fig. 3) as a child of s. ns is labeled by one of the
initialized RPN associated with the method call of t
(see sl in case(Q) in Fig. 3). The new < s, ns>
is labeled by the abstract transition t.

Definition 9 Let Tr(s) be a tree with the node s as
its root. The function I’RUNE(Tr, s) allows the tree
Tr to be cut from the node s as follows:
Prune(Tr, s) ~ Tr’ such that Tr’ = Tr Tr(s)

Remark: Tr’ = ~ if the node s is the root of Tr.

Definition 10 End transition: Let t E Tend. The
firing of t from s E S produces the new tree Tr’ with
the new marking Mrr’ of s such that:

¯ Tr I = PRUNE(Tr, s)
Let s’ be the immediate predecessor of s in the tree
Tr and a =< s’, s > the arc labeled by t, then:
¯ Va E Art,, Transrr,(a) = TransT,.(a)
¯ Vs"e (are \ {s’}). M,,.,,(s") = Mr,.(s)
¯ Mrr, (s’) = MTr t) + Post(., Tr ,,nsr~(a))

This definition means that the firing of an end action
f,,~d belonging to an initialized RPN which has been
generated by the firing of tabs corresponds to the ap-
plying of the Post-Conditions of the call of the abstract
method associated with t~b,. It closes the sub-net and
adds the Post(., tabs).

Concurrent Plan Management

Interacting situations are generally expressed in terms
of l)inary relationships between actions and are often
detected statically. The interleaving or planning and
execution requires both static and dyuamic detection
of such situations which is ensured through the RPN
semantics. Moreover, these situations are usually rep-
resented semantically which makes their handling dif-
ficult if not impossible, ri’hc syntactic aspects of such
situations are often required to allow their operational
management.

Interacting Situations through RPN

Here, planning and coordination aspects are merged.
thus offering a number of advantages. When an agent
cannot execute the refined plan he conmmnicates it
to auother agent. Communication triggers a coordi-
nation mechanism which is based on the plan merg-
ing paradigm. Coordination is globally initiated by
the incoming new plan (i.e. a new plan is subnfitted

to an agent). The most important interacting situa-
tions handled by our approach include both positive
and negative interactions.

Positive Interactions

Redundant Actions: Actions are redundant if they
appear in at least two plans belonging to two differ-
ent agents, have identical Pre- and Post-Conditions,
and the associated methods are instantiated by the
same parameters except for the agent parameter
(who has to perform the action). Hence, coordina-
tion assigns action execution to one of the agents.
The agent who will perform the action has to pro-
vide his results. The others have to modify their
plans by including a synchronizing transition.

Helpful Actions: Actions are said to be helpful if
the execution of one satisfies all or some of the Pre-
Conditions of the others. Their execution will be
respectively possible or favored. There are two ways
of detecting such a situation:

- dynamic detection: during the execution of an ab-
stract action, the refinement of which encapsulates an
elementary action which validates another action’ s
Pre-Conditions,

- static detection: when the execution of one action pre-
cedes the execution of another and validates its Pre-
Conditions.

Negative Interactions

Harmful Actions: Actions are said to be harmful if
the execution of one invalidates all or some of the
Pre-Conditions of the others. Consequently, the ex-
ecution of the latter will be respectively impossible
or at an unfair disadvantage. Such a situation must
be detected before the new plan execution starts in
order to predict failure or deadlock. Our coordina-
tion mechanism introduces an ordering between the
harmful actions as in (El Fallah & Haddad 1996)
which provides a coordination algorithm (COA) for
handling such interactions between n agents at once.

- E.rclusive Actions: Actions are said to be exclusive
if the execution of one momentarily prevents the ex-
ecution of the others (e.g. their execution requires
the same non-consumable resource). Detected dy-
namically, this situation occurs when an exclusive
action has been started (i.e. an exclusive transition
firing). In this case, execution remains possible but
is deferred since it requires coordination with other
executions.

- Incom.patible Actions: Actions are said to be incom-
patible if the execution of one prevents the execu-
tion of the others (e.g. their execution requires the
same consumable resource). In our model, such 
situation models an alternative (e.g. two transitions
share the same input place with one token). In this
case, execution remains possible only if the critical
resource can be replaced. In our approach, the plan-
ner uscs heuristics based on two alternatives which
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may be combined in order to avoid conflicts: if tile
conflict concerns an abstract action, the planner tries
to substitute the current refinement. Ot.herwisc. the
method used will be replaced.

Plan Merging Paradigm
Hypotheses

- The RPN is acyclic and tile initial u(,t is reduced to
an abstract transition before starting the cxecutiou.

-Aftcr plan generation, the plan actions have no neg-
ative interactions.

- The value of each unspecified condition is assumed
to be unchanged as in STRIPS formalism.

- If the Pre-Conditions of an action method are valid,
then the Post-Conditions are necessarily satisfied af-
ter its execntion. Otherwise, no assumption is made
about the validity of the Post-Conditions.

In the following, the handling of positive and nega-
tive interactions will be described through our case
study. Let Clients {Cl],Cl~) and C.onveyor Cv be
three agents who are working out their respeetiw,
plans.

Handling Positive Interactions: The main phases
of the coordination algorithm are:

1. Starting coordination: An agent (e.g. Cll) has
to perform a plan I]1 corresponding to a leaf in his
execution tree :l’r but Ill is partially instantiat(,(I
i.e. some plan methods associated with plan tram
sitions have non-instantiated call parameters (e.g.
Y E l’II the TYPE of which is C, ONVEYOR}. The
agent (e.g. (lit) must lind an agent (e.g. Conw~yor)
who will execute these methods, lie st arts a seleetiw:
communication, based on his acquaintances, until he
receives a positive a,swer. Let us assume that ~:!1
chooses Cv and then sends him IIj.

2. Recognition and unification: The agent who
receives II1 (e.g. Cv) detects thr methods that are
partially instantiated. Theu, he examines his execu-
tion tree in search of the same methods. This phase
is achieved with success if he finds all RPN (a node
in his Tr) where appear all the methods to be instan-
tiated (see Y.Transport.(X) which is i,m-assigned 
II1 and assigned in 1-I_~ in Fig. 4). "l’hen, Cv triggers
unification of the naet.hods through their call param-
eters and instantiation of the variables w.r.t, tim
two plans. If both unification and instantiation are
possible, Cv tries to merge the two phms lit and II,.,.

3. Structural merging through tim trmasltlons:
Cv produces a first merging plan Jim (set’ Fig. 4)
through the transitions associated wit h the previous
methods and instantiates the call parameters. ’l~ll(.n
he checks that all the variables have been instanti-
ated and satisfy both the Pre- and Post-C.onditions.

4. Consistency checking: This pha.~e is the key-
stone of the coordination mechanism since it checks
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the feasibility of the new plat) which results frolll the
structural mcrging. It is bascd on the algorithm us-
ing the Pre- and Post Conditions Calculus (PPCC)
described in the following.

Figure 4: Structural Merging

Pre- and Post-Condltions Calculus Algorithm
(PPCC) The PI)(X?, algorithm in based on 
phases:

i. Reachability Tree Construction (R.TC }: To be-
gin with. we have to build an RT using a classical
recursive right depth first, algorithm which returns
the tree root. Fig.5 shows the RT of the Structural
M(,rging Plan Tim given in Fig.,1.

<t~1 , (~) > Initial Marked Place,,,

Sclfl,Put(X) " "Seif.Go_T¢)(X,Sru .I..(~) t’,o. h.<p,,o;> o,>
I | Selfl .Put(X)S ell’.(;al _To(X, S re_L( ~: f. ¯ . .

< PI QI >
’ " :’~’Ql=*::i . . ¯ ..~This. branch~ ImO-tll~" I can be cut

SeZt. Transl~rlt X ~
"<fi,o>: ;,,,;,~;,i p),,,.A. "<R IQ > , ~ J2.’. 2

, ~ : the t~lnsititm tsell’l.~et(x) Soil’.End Cony

Selr.F.nd..C’ .... Sc|fl.Oet(X) ,, .... I~el.ir~.,t. ....... "

Figure 5: A l{eachability Tree

it. Pre- and Post-Conditions Calcuhls: This al-
gorithm is called with the root of RT and with the
paramel.(’rs of the current execution context.
l~mction Is_Feasible(in s: node; in c: context):
Boolean;
{ co)tttxt )~presenls the value of mclhods ’pa)vunetcrs 
7’~e is )vturned by RI"C Algorithm]
begin

for all arcs (s, s’) in Tree 
if Evaluate((s, s’).Trans.Method.Pre, c) 

{ Iht Pre-Conditions in the given Context arc valid}
if not (ls_l"easible(s, Apply((s, s’}.Traus.Method.

Post, c))) then return(false)
{thvtv exists a non ]easible sub-tree
i.e. the Post-Conditions arc not valid}

cndif
else return(false)
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endlf
endfor
return(true)

end {Is_Feasible }.

Property: For all plan II modeled as an RPN, if the
PPCC algorithm applied to the reachabilty tree {RT)
of II returns true (i.e. II is consistent) and the envi-
ronment is stable, then no failure situation can occur.
Discussion: In order to avoid a combinatorial explo-
sion, there exist algorithms which allow to construct a
reduced Rq-’. In our context, the KT can be optimized
as the following: let ni and nj be two nodes of RT. The
RTC can be optimized through analysis of the method
calls as follows:

Independent Nodes: there is no intcrference between
the Pre- and Post-Conditions of ni on the one hand
and the Pre- and Post-Conditions of nj on the other
hand, i.e. the associated transitions can be fired si-
multaneously whatever their ordering (i.e. the global
execution is unaffected}. Here, all arbitrary ordering
is decided (e.g. Self.Put and Self.Go_To can be ex-
changed) which allows many sub-trees to be cut(the
right sub-tree in Fig. 5).

- Semi-lndependent Nodes: there is no interference
between the Post-Conditions of n i and nj’, i.e.
the associated transitions don’t affect the same at-
tributes. If the exchanged sequences ({n~,nj} or
{n j, nil) of firing transitions which lead to the santc
marking can be detected then the sub-tree starting
from this marking can be cut. The obtained graph
is then acyclic and merges the redundant sub-trees.

Handling Negative Interactions: Now an other
agent (e.g. Clg.) sends his plan to Cv who processes
IIi (Cll’S plan).
GCOA as Generalization of the COA Algorithm
(El Fallah ~ Haddad 1996) The Conveyor starts a new
coordination. The first and second phases are the same
as in the case of positive interactions.He chooses the
plan H~. Negative intera~’tions arise when the two re-
finements (II~ and II~) have shared attributes (e.g. 
boat volume constraint). Now, Cv has t.o solve internal
negative interactions before proposing a merging plan
to Cir. Again the GCOA is divided into two steps.

i. Internal Structural Merging by Sequencing:
Cv connects II2 and 1[~ by creating a place Pi for
each pair of transitions (t~, ti) in End(lI2) x ]nit(II~)
and two arcs in order to generate a merged plan Hm:
Function Sequencing(in l-Ii,Fi2: Plan}: Plan;
{ this function me~.es Hi and 1-[2 ; produces a merged plan
II,,, and the synchronization places }

begin Let Tt.: = {1, E I-lt/t~ is an end transition}
and 7) = {ti E II2/t., is an initial transition }

(i.e. ti has no predecessor in Piz)
for all {t~,t,} ET’~: x "/’~ do
Create a place p~,,
Create an input arc IA~.i from t.e to p~.,

Create an output arc OAe,i from pe.i to t,
(i.e. Post(P~,h t~) = 1 and Pre(pe,i,ti) 

endfor
IIm := Merged_Plan (Fit, Ha, {pc.i}, {IA.j}, {OA~j})
return (IIm, {Pc,i}}
end {Sequencing}

ii. Parallelization by Moving up arcs: Cv applies
tim PPCC algorithm to the merged net IIm obtained
by sequencing. If the calculus returns true then
the planner proceeds to the parallelization phase by
moving up the arcs recursively in order to introduce
a maximum parallelization in the plan.

Procedure Parallelization(PL: Plan; in SP:
Places): Plan;

~pth the plan PL and the set of synchronization places
are obtained by sequencing; this algorithm returns

a new plan PL modified by parallelization}

begin

while {3p E SP/p is not stamped) do

begin

Let t_in E T(PL)/Post(p, t_in)

emd t_out E T( P L ) / Pre(p, t_out)

(t_in is an input (t_out is an output) transition of 

T_Pred = {t E T(PL)/3q such that

Post(q,t_Pred) and Pre(q, t_in)}

(i.e. the set of the predecessor transitions of t_in)

T_Suee = {t E T{PL)/3q’ such that

l’,’t iq’, t.Suce) and Post(q’, t_out)}

(i.e. the set of the successor transitions of t_out)

P_Pred = {p E P(PL)/Pre(p, t_in)} (Pre(., 
if (Vp, E P-Pred ; p is not stamped ) and

(Vt3 E T_Pred ; the firing of tj is not started)
then 1-12 = Copy{PL)

retail t E T_Pred do

Create in 1-12 a place q~

Post(q. t) = I and Pre(q, t_out) 
endfor

for all t E T_Suec do

Create in 112 a place q’/

Post(qt, t_in} = 1 and Pre{q’, t) = 

endfor

lfPPCC (l~r(rl2), Current_Context)
then PL := II~

else stamp(p)

cndlf
else stamp(p}

endif

end

end {ParaIIelizatlon}
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This algorithm tries to move (or eliminate) the syn-
chronization places. Tile predecessor transition of each
synchronization place will be replaced by its own pre-
decessor transition in two cases: the transition which
precedes the predecessor transition is not fired or is not
in firing. If both the Pre- and Post-C.onditions remain
valid, then a new arc replaces the old.
Tile result of this parallelization is to satisfy both (.’11
and C12 by executing the merged net lira.

~.lh p(

.̄ |g

pc.

N
Figure 6: Sequencing and Parallelization

Remark: At each moving up the arcs, the PPC.C algo-
rithm is applied to the new net. The exchanged plans
are the old ones augmented by synchronization places
upstream and downstream. This algorithm can be op-
timized at the consistency control level. In fact. the
coherence checking can be applied in incremental way
to each previous plan ll~.

Conclusion
This paper provides a formal model for distributed
planning. Both plml representation and plan manage-
ment are presented through the RPN formalism which
otfers the main advantages:

- representation and reasoning about simultaneous ac-
tions and continuous processes (e.g. concurrent ac-
tions, alternatives, synchronization, etc.),

the formalism is domain-independent and supports
complex plans witil different levels of abstraction
(i.e. only the relevant information is reprcsented at
the carlier phases),

the formalism allows dynamic modificat ions with the
associated verification {e.g. no structural incousis-
tency) and valuation methods (e.g. robustness).

recursivity and dynamicity ensure the interleaving of
execution and planning w.r.t, environlnent changes,

plan reuse allowing ageots to bypass the p]amfing
process in the case of similar situations according
to the execution context (library of abstract plans
which are the basic buihling blocks of the new plans),

agents can skip some of the planning act ions, detect
conflicts early and reduce comrmmic~tion costs,

- execution control is dynamic in accordance with the
associated refinement and therefore mininfizes the

set of revocable choices (Barrett & Weld 1993) be-
cause the instantiation of actions can be deferred.

- plan size remains controllable for the specifi,’ation
and plan complexity is tractable for validation.
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